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Welcome to the intense crimson bouncing-ball international of Cindique Sanders-Lassiter during
this slick, sleak, horny story from the undisputed grasp of literary erotica, Preston L. Allen.
Cindique is in love with Roderick Redd, the Bounce cutest mobile seasoned at McDarc Inc., yet
can she store him from the clutches in their boss, Groan of Dark? Bounce within the meantime,
Cindique herself is being pursued via the violent wildman with the pretty, lovely shoes, who
nonetheless holds the most important to her residence and her heart."Bounce" is rejection and
reversal. leap is making like to words. "Bounce" is the single who'll continuously be there for
you. "Bounce" is the day he fails to teach up. "Bounce" is the ball, which like our heart, is made
from rubber so we scarcely consider it after we hit the wall persistently again.
(rec. through anne)
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